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“The passage of time has  
brought unforeseen blessings: distance 
from others’ notions of what she ought 

to sing and how she should be pre-
sented...Without making any fuss, Willis 
proves that she can have it both ways 
and that’s a source of pleasure for us 

listeners, too.”

“Willis steps into the  
solo spotlight with her seventh full-

length project, an enchanting collection 
of self-penned tunes and impeccably 

chosen covers. Showcasing the jagged, 
vulnerable vocals of a honky-tonk angel 
who’s also freely dabbled in rockabilly, 

power pop, new wave and R&B.”

“A fresh sounding recording... 
it also serves a reminder of  

Willis’ voice—both as a singer  
and writer—and how refreshing 

 it is to have her presenting a new 
set of songs. Returning to blue  

isn’t always a bad thing.”

 “Willis’ collection of original  
songs and covers feels  

effortlessly of the moment.”

“While joining this joy ride,  
discerning music lovers should be ecstatic, 

too and ready to welcome Willis back to 
business with open arms.”

“Back Being Blue is... a return to what [Willis] 
does best: singing low and lonely country 
tunes that signal a deep understanding of 

country music without sounding beholden to 
any one particular trend or tradition...Uniting 
these diverse sounds is a voice that conveys 

dignified heartache as its default setting.”

“It’s an album that confirms  
her vocal talents haven’t diminished and 

adds strong original songwriting—she 
penned six of the 10 tracks… It captures 
everything Willis does well: her sensitive 
voice expressing ache, regret and heart-

break with a subtle country influence 
all in service to a bluesy tune you’ll sing 

back after one spin.”
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“Given the fact that Willis wrote  
six of these 10 songs and enlisted Rod-
ney Crowell and Randy Weeks for two 
of the others, that level of proficiency 
qualifies her for some special distinc-
tion... Back Being Blue may reflect a 
sadder state of mind, but there’s no 

denying that it still shines all the same.”


